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Market Developments

Strategy: The Crypto Currency Fund is the world’s first crypto
currency trading fund. It employs a variety of strategies in
trading crypto currencies to maximize return and minimize risk,
including event-driven, arbitrage (timing, exchange, inter-crypto
currency, etc.), cyclic and volatility. From its initial focus on
bitcoin, it is expanding to include ”altcoins” (non-bitcoin crypto
currencies) as they develop sufficient liquidity.
Implementation: Because crypto currency exchanges work
24/7, the Fund’s traders have to monitor markets around the
clock. To do so, Crypto Currency Fund has traders located in
New York, London and Moscow.

As has universally been the case, there were several major
announcements indicating the growing acceptance of bitcoin
and other crypto currencies.
eBay added a “virtual currency” category to its US site. The US
IRS issued guidelines on crypto currency taxation, ending a
significant source of uncertainty in this sector there. In
Colorado, the first state to legalize marijuana in the United
States, the largest marijuana vending machine network (yes,
you read that correctly: marijuana vending machines) now
accepts bitcoin. Mt Gox announced that it was beginning
bankruptcy proceedings after not having found a buyer (truly
marking the “end of the beginning” in the life of bitcoin as we
like to call it). Xapo in California launched the world’s first
bitcoin debit card. Finally, CoinDesk released a report showing
that the run rate of private equity investment in bitcoin during
the first quarter of 2014 will double that of 2013 – and is almost
exactly equal to PE internet investment in 1995.
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Performance (net of fees)
As April was the first month of the Fund with its new name and
strategy, we will use it as the starting point for calculating all
performance figures going forward. These will begin to appear
in the May Fact Sheet.
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Sector Allocation
BTC
Trad

BTC
BaH

As this was the first month
under the new strategy
and name, the major of
CCF’s assets are still
invested in a bitcoin buyand-hold (BaH) strategy.
That will change rapidly
over the next several
months.

Fund Information
Pricing
The biggest development in terms of bitcoin pricing was
renewed rumors of further strict enforcement of the resytrictions
announced by the People’s Bank of China in early December of
2013 on the ability of bitcoin-related companies to work with the
fiat banking system. This drove the price to below $500 and
then, for a little under two days, below the very strong support
level of $400. However, when nothing of substance emerged,
the price recovered significantly to close the month out at
approximately $450.
Most other crypto currencies mirrored these pricing trends.
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